
1 This is me Diagram brother, father, mother, sister 4

2 The ant and the grasshopper Comic food, full, give, hungry, play, summer, winter, work 6

3 Numbers 1-10 Song
blue, orange, pencil, pencil case, rubber, ruler, 
yellow, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, 
nine, ten

8

4 Counting fingers Chant finger, hand, index, middle, pinky, ring, small, thumb five 10  

STEAM House 1 12

5 Things we like doing Personal description computer, dance, football, hobby, paint, photo,  
table tennis play 14

6 Your teeth Leaflet brush, dentist, doctor, floss, sweet, teeth food 16

7 Unhappy Polly Story country, fair, happy, jealous, poor, unhappy father, food, mother, pencil,  
pencil case, seven, small, two 18

8 Touch Poem cold, drink, hard, hot, soft, wet 20

STEAM House 2 22

Vocabulary quiz 1 24

9 Hats! Caption black, cap, hat, pink, policeman, red, white, witch, 
woollen photo, sister, yellow 26

10 Recycling bins Conversation bin, bottle, brown, can, clean, paper, plastic, recycle, 
rubbish, waste blue, yellow 28

11 Colourful Chant bag, bed, bow, dress, green black, blue, brown, pink, red, yellow 30

12 Playing with paper Instructions bottom, fold, middle, plane, unfold, wing paper, play, two 32

STEAM House 3 34

13 Jack and the beanstalk Fairy tale bean, climb, cow, grow, magic, market, money, tree give, happy, mother, small 36

14 Amazing animals Song animal, bear, meat, monkey, tiger, zoo bed, climb, tree 38

15 Sports for all Poster badminton, bicycle, ride, sport, swim, tennis dance, play, table tennis 40

16 A magic orange Conversation fall, float, mango, peel, skin, water orange 42

STEAM House 4 44

Vocabulary quiz 2 46

Prefixes and suffixes 48

Vocabulary index 50

STEAM House Science vocabulary index 52
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JumpStart Reading and Vocabulary Plus P1

brother, father, mother, sister

1 This is me Diagram

Tom is showing a picture of his family on a tablet. Look at 
it and answer the questions on the next page.

my father my mother

My F mily

my cat

me!my sister my brother

sample
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Circle the correct answers.

1. Tom has  brother(s).

 A. one 

 B. two

 C. three

2. Who is this?

 A. Tom’s brother

 B. Tom

 C. Tom’s father 

3. Tom’s family has a .

 A. cat  B. dog C. fish

4. There are  people in Tom’s family.

 A. three B. four C. five 

5. Who is this? 

 This is . 

Label the pictures.

6.

    

  brother (a)  (b)  (c) 

sample
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Bobby is reading a page of a book. Look at the instructions 
and answer the questions on the next page.

A moving f inger

1

1.  Put a piece of orange paper and a piece of blue 
paper in front of you.

2. Put your thumb in front of your face.

3. Close your right eye and look at your finger.  
(See Figure 1)

4. Then open your right eye and close your left eye. 
(See Figure 2)

5. What do you see?

 Figure 1 Figure 2
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Bobby is writing about what he sees. Fill your answers in 
the spaces provided.

My moving finger

There are two pieces of paper in front of me:  

green on the left, red on the right. 

I put my 1  in front of my face. 

I follow Step 3. I close my right eye. My thumb appears 

to be in front of the 2  paper. 

I follow Step 4. I close my 3  eye.  

My thumb appears to be in front of the 4  

paper.

I open and close my left and right eyes. I do it again 

and again. My thumb moves from side to side!

sample
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1
1. Count the things. (5 marks)

 (a)  rubbers (b)  rulers

 (c)  computer (d)  pencils

    (e)  photos

2. Label the pictures. (3 marks) 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

    

    

sample
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3. Name the activities. (3 marks)

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

    

  playing   

4. Label the fingers. (5 marks) 

  (a)  (b) 

  (c)  (d) 

    (e) 

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(b)

sample


